Telomerase-specific attenuated viruses, a definitive strategy or just one more in circulating tumor cells detection anthology?
The quantification and isolation of Circulating Tumor Cells (CTC) is being the battleground during last years. There are many groups that are investing economic resources in trying to solve this jigsaw. Technological platforms based on different proofs of concept have been developed achieving in some cases excellent results despite not having been able to detect the total compute of the patient's CTC population. The handicap of this matter has been the lack of universal markers. Several years have gone so that in detection of CTC is take into account a basic characteristic that possesses the most of tumor cells, the loss of inactivation of the enzyme telomerase. Gene therapy has been combined with telomerase activity concept for develop a molecular tool that makes it possible to identify CTC: Telomerase-specific replication-selective viruses. This review includes for the first time all the scientific studies that have been published to date with this advanced technology. Furthermore, it describes the role in the diagnosis and prognosis that Telomerase-specific attenuated viruses have been playing in cancer patients study during this last decade.